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Abstract—This paper introduces the concept of multi-
connectivity (MC) to the multi-orbit non-terrestrial networks
(NTNs), where user terminals can be served by more than one
satellite to achieve higher peak throughput. MC is a technique
initially introduced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) for terrestrial communications in 4G and 5G, it has
shown much gain in the terrestrial domain and this paper
explores areas where this concept can benefit the satellite domain.
MC can increase throughput, but this entails increased power
consumption at user terminal for uplink transmissions. The
energy efficiency of uplink communications can be improved
by designing efficient scheduling schemes, and to this end,
we developed a terminal aware multi-connectivity scheduling
algorithm. This proposed algorithm uses the available radio
resources and propagation information to intelligently define a
dynamic resource allocation pattern, that optimally routes traffic
so as to maximize uplink data rate while minimizing the energy
consumption at the UT. The algorithm operates with the terminal
differentiating multi-layer NTN resource scheduling architecture,
which has a softwarized dispatcher at the network layer that
classifies and differentiates the packets based on terminal type.
The performance of the proposed algorithm was compared with
round robin and joint carrier schedulers in terms of uplink data
rate and energy efficiency. We also provide architectural design
of implementable schedulers for multi-orbital satellite networks
that can operate with different classes of terminals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Satellite communications industry is on the verge of a

major transformation due to the paradigm shift brought about

by several key technological advancements such as software-

defined satellites, very high throughput satellites (VHTS),

non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) systems, virtualization and

service orchestration [1]. Specifically, the recent developments

are primarily focusing on deploying reconfigurable satellite

payloads in order to offer generic and software-based solutions

as well as to provide high throughput transmissions [2]. In

addition to the established satellite applications like aeronauti-

cal, maritime, mapping, weather forecasting, and broadcasting,

the recent advances have unlocked the satellite potentials to

convey and execute various innovative use cases and new

services from space [3]. Accordingly, satellite traffic demand

is currently growing rapidly for provisioning affordable, ac-

cessible, uninterrupted wireless connectivity especially to the

underserved and unserved areas. However, satellite resources

are still scarce and usually expensive particularly in terms of

the radio frequency (RF) spectrum [4]. Therefore, it is cru-

cial to devise unconventional techniques to improve resource

utilization while satisfying the high data rate and low latency

requirements.

In this direction, an intriguing concept has been recently

studied within the multi-beam satellite architectures, that is

dual connectivity (DC), which allows users to be simultane-

ously served with different systems and/or frequency bands

[5]. Before that, the DC feature has been considered by the

3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in Release 12 for

adoption to the fifth-generation (5G) New Radio (NR) speci-

fications owing to its capability of maximizing the spectrum

utilization and avoiding the traffic overload [6]. Likewise, the

3GPP group has been lately codifying the use of satellites

and aerial platforms to construct multi-layer non-terrestrial

networks (NTNs) in order to provide space-based 5G com-

munication services and support future wireless ecosystems

[7]. Thus, it is essential to extend the concept of DC to multi-

connectivity (MC) to adapt to the flexibility and scalability

offered by the emerging NTN architectures and the integrated

space-aerial-terrestrial networks [8], [9].

The MC techniques are envisioned as an indispensable

technology to significantly enhance the offered system capac-

ity and improve the spectral efficiency in the heterogeneous

networks. An important foreseeable application of MC is

the interworking among various communication standards and

architectures through allowing a smoother transition, e.g.,

between fourth generation (4G) and 5G systems [10]. The

MC solution achieves not only higher per-user data rate but

also provides mobility robustness, and thus, it can improve the

resilience of wireless communications [11]. Additionally, data

traffic in NTNs is vastly diversified and randomly distributed

in the serving areas, and coming from various users with

different quality-of-service (QoS) requirements [12]. Thus,

employing MC in NTNs would help satisfying the asymmetry

and heterogeneity of the traffic demands. However, when MC

user terminals utilize multiple aggregated carriers/systems that

inevitably comes at the cost of higher power consumption [13].

Further, the energy efficiency in NTNs is one of the major

challenges, especially for the uplink transmissions and for the

battery-limited mobile terminals [14].

In the literature, some contributions have studied and evalu-

ated the issue of energy efficiency for the uplink transmissions978-1-6654-5975- 4/22 © 2022 IEEE
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in satellite domain. For instance, the energy resource allocation

problem in the uplink communications is investigated in [15]

within the space-air-ground Internet of remote things networks,

which aims at maximizing the system energy efficiency by

jointly optimizing sub-channel selection and uplink transmis-

sion power control. In [16], a joint optimization model of

spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency in a single-station

multi-satellite MIMO system has been proposed based on a

knee-point driven optimization algorithm. Further, a spatial

group based optimal uplink power control scheme is proposed

in [17] for enhancing the performance of random access in

satellite networks. Additionally, two optimal power control

schemes are proposed in [18] for maximizing both delay-

limited capacity and outage capacity in cognitive satellite

terrestrial networks, which are useful performance indicators

for real-time applications. It is worth noting that the aforemen-

tioned works [15]–[18] do not consider concurrent aggregating

multi-orbit scenarios in optimizing the uplink transmit power

for satellite users.

Nevertheless, the MC promising performance enhancements

in throughput and latency have motivated this work to further

investigate the uplink energy efficiency issue from a user ter-

minal standpoint. To the best of our knowledge, enhancement

of the uplink transmit power has not been studied yet in the

open literature within MC enabled multi-orbit NTNs.

Contributions: Our key technical contributions can be explic-

itly summarized as follows:

1) The design guidelines are outlined for the deployment of

a multi-layer satellite network comprising of GEO, MEO

and LEO satellites, which are all served by a multi-

orbital hybrid gateway station (HGS) [5]. This gateway

station functions with a softwarized controller at the

network layer, which performs functions including the

classification and dispatching of PDUs onto different

queues based on the terminal type of the transmitting

user.

2) A terminal aware multi-connectivity (TAMC) scheduling

algorithm has been developed, it considers the some

radio parameters such as carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N )

and the energy-per-bit-to-noise ratio (Eb/No) of the

three satellite links. These information are required so

as to achieve a resource allocation ratio that will allow

for optimal resource allocation involving power and

spectrum leading to a high capacity transmission with

energy efficiency in the uplink.

3) The terminal aware multi-connectivity scheduler was

designed based on 3GPP specification along with link

budget analysis. The proposed algorithm was imple-

mented by simulations and then compared to other state-

of-the-art algorithms in terms of throughput and energy

efficiency.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section II, the

network model and architecture is discussed extensively along

with the problem analysis. The following Section III, focuses

on the resource scheduling algorithms. While the simulation

setup and performance evaluation is covered in Section IV.

Finally, the conclusion and future work are summarised in

Section V.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Description of Topology and Architecture

The system topology consists of the three constellation of

LEO, MEO and GEO satellites; a HGS controls the commu-

nication to these satellites through multiple inter-connected

antenna ports, as shown in Fig. 1. The corresponding satellites

then configure beams which provide coverage to different

types of UTs, comprising fixed terrestrial, maritime, aeronauti-

cal, land-mobile and IoT type of UTs. The HGS is configured

with a softwarized controller operating at the network layer,

which performs the classification and dispatch of protocol

data units (PDUs) onto different queues based on the user

terminal type. This action allows the scheduling algorithm

work efficiently and with high flexibility in optimizing the

network KPIs.

The architecture of the radio scheduler (R/S) involves a

queuing system which admits PDUs of UTs, each following a

Markovian arrival process with arrival rate λ. The HGS will

allocate various resource blocks (RBs) on different component

carriers (CCs) of the three orbital satellites of LEO, MEO and

GEO for uplink transmission, so that the UT can transmit the

PDUs on the CCs. Figs. 2 and 3 show the architectures of the

various types of schedulers that are considered in this paper,

details of which are deferred to Section III. The scheduling

algorithm is executed in the R/S unit, and it implements
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the resource allocation process based on input radio link

parameters including C/N and the Eb/No along with the

information of the type of uplink UT. For this paper, the

proposed uplink scheduling is achieved through the TAMC

algorithm, and the types of terminals considered are the very

small aperture terminal (VSAT) and internet of things (IoT)

terminals as specified by 3GPP release 15 [7].

The conditions below have to be satisfied for the TAMC

algorithm to perform the flexible resource allocation action.

• There must be sufficient Eb/No value to close the link

budget for the LEO, MEO and GEO satellite links.

• The LEO, MEO and GEO satellites must have visibility

at the HGS and at the considered UT. In addition, the

UT should be capable of connecting to the three orbital

constellations [19].

• The UT must be capable of providing the HGS with

a unique terminal identifier, which will allow the soft-

warized dispatcher differentiate the UTs.

B. Uplink Transmission and Channel Model

The uplink transmission in a satellite network starts from the

UT to the satellite in space through the radio channel, then

down to the gateway station which connects to the network

operation center (NOC) and the core network (CN). The

satellite network is designed with a link budget and an air-

interface that accounts for the power and gains required to

achieve a successful transmission over a radio channel. The

Free Space Loss (FSL) constitutes a significant reduction in

power and takes the form,

FSL = 20 log(
4πD

λ
) (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the radio frequency in meters and

D is the propagation distance in meters. Eb/No is a figure of

merit obtained at the receiver to ascertain the signal strength

after transmission over a noisy channel and the impact of other

contributing loss factors such as pointing and atmospheric

losses. The radio air-interface is designed to be robust with

sufficient Eb/No to mitigate losses in the satellite network, so

as to achieve a low bit error rate (e.g. of the order of 10−6

and lower); this is done by employing advanced modulation

and coding schemes. Eb/No is expressed in dB (2) [20] [21].

Eb/No = Pt +Gt +Gr −K − Ts − FSL− Lo −R (2)

where Pt, Gt, Gr, Lo, Ts, K and R are transmit power,

transmitter gain, receiver gain, other losses, receiver system

noise temperature, Boltzmann constant and data rate in bits

per second.

The Eb/No value can also be expressed as signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) normalised to spectral efficiency as shown in (3),

where BW is bandwidth [21].

SNR =
Eb

No

R

BW
(3)

The radio channel is modelled as a Ricean distribution where

the multipath fading has a dominant line of sight (LoS) along

with some non-LoS components as indicated in [22], and

(4) represents the probability density function of the Rician

channel, with k being the K−factor of Rician distribution

depicting the power ratio of the LoS and non-LoS components,

Z being the signal power and I0 denoting the Bessel function

of the zeroth order.

PRician(Z) = k.e[−k(Z+1)]I0(2k
√
Z) (4)

C. The Queuing Model

This system can be modelled as a M/M/c-PS queue

with processor sharing (PS), where the first M represents

the Markovian Poisson arrival and the second M stands for

exponentially distributed service time, having c servers [23].

The UTs transmits the PDUs, which arrive the radio access

network in a Markovian arrival process with arrival rate of

λ, and the service time for PDU processing at the server is

represented as μ. Hence the load of the system is given as

ρ = λ
c.μ [24].

D. User Terminal

Two classes of terminals are considered in this paper; the

IoT and VSAT terminals which are specified by 3GPP with

design parameters outlined in Tables I. The network model,

permits for a multi-orbital terminal device, that allows for

a single UT to be able to establish multiple connections

with satellites of different orbits. Nonetheless, the model also

accommodates the installation of multiple antennas at the UT

or premises especially for the VSAT scenario, in order to track

multi-orbital satellites.



TABLE I
LINK PARAMETERS SPECIFIED BY 3GPP RELEASE 15 AND 16 [7] [25]

Parameters LEO (VSAT) LEO (IoT) MEO (VSAT) MEO (IoT) GEO (VSAT) GEO (IoT)
Satellite Altitude (Km) 1,500 1,500 10,000 10,000 35,786 35,786
Satellite G/T (dB/K) 13 1.1 20** 10** 28 19
UL Carrier Frequency (GHz) 30 2 30 2 30 2
Terminal speed (Km/hr) upto 1,000km/hr upto 1,000km/hr upto 1,000km/hr upto 1,000km/hr upto 1,000km/hr upto 1,000km/hr
One way propagation delay (ms) 25.83 25.83 95.19 95.19 272.37 272.37
UT Tx Gain (dBi) 43.2 8** 43.2 8** 43.2 8**
UT Transmit power (W) 2 6.2** 2 6.2** 2 6.2**
UT Transmit power (dBW) 3.01* 7.92* 3.01* 7.92* 3.01* 7.92*
Free Space Loss (dB) 185.51* 161.99* 201.99* 178.47* 213.06* 189.54*
Uplink C/N (dB) 23.31* 4.64* 13.82* -2.94* 10.75* -5.01*
Available EbNo (dB) 27.28* 8.64* 17.8* 1.04* 14.73* -1.03*
* Derived **Assumed values

E. Problem Analysis

The capacity enhancement is a non-convex linear optimiza-

tion problem and a solution lies in the aggregation of the

capacity (C) of the CCs of the LEO, MEO and GEO satellites,

a technique known as MC.

C = BW log2(1 + SNR) (5)

The average data rate can be expressed as

R = J.C (6)

where J is the number of CCs.

In addition, the maximization of energy efficiency in the

uplink for the UTs is also an important metric. The energy

efficiency in bits-per-Joules (b/J) is given in (7) [26].

E =
R

P (R)
(7)

where P (R) is the transmission power needed to achieve a

data rate of R.

III. RESOURCE SCHEDULING SCHEMES

This section discusses the three schedulers used in the

paper namely the joint carrier (JC), round robin (RR) and the

TAMC schedulers. For the ease of presentation, one satellite

is assumed per constellation.

A. Joint Carrier Scheduler

The joint carrier (JC) scheduler in [26] operates with the

scheduling architecture illustrated in Fig. 2. PDUs for both IoT

and VSAT terminals arrive at a single queue to the R/S unit

successively, where the first PDU (irrespective of the terminal

type) is allocated to the RB of the CCs of appropriate satellites

on the three orbits simultaneously. Subsequently, the next PDU

of another UT on queue is scheduled also on the RB of all

three orbital satellite CCs at once.

B. Round Robin Allocation Scheduler

The round robin (RR) scheduler operates with the schedul-

ing architecture illustrated in Fig. 3. The architecture operates

first by implementing the classification and differentiation of

PDUs based on terminal type at the softwarized dispatcher.

The dispatcher accepts the PDUs as input along with the

identity (ID) of the transmitting UT, either IoT or VSAT. It

then classifies the PDUs as IoT or VSAT, and then dispatch

them in different queues based on their transmitting terminal

IDs. At the R/S, the RR scheduler functions by allocating three

different PDUs of the IoT and VSAT terminals successively,

on the RB of each of the CCs of the three orbital satellites

using the RR mechanism in [5].

α′
T L =

C/NT L
C/NT L+C/NT M+C/NT G

(
C/NT L

C/NT L+C/NT M+C/NT G
) + (

C/NV L
C/NV L+C/NV M+C/NV G

)

(8)

α′
V L =

C/NV L
C/NV L+C/NV M+C/NV G

(
C/NV L

C/NV L+C/NV M+C/NV G
) + (

C/NT L
C/NT L+C/NT M+C/NT G

)

(9)

αT L =
α′

T L

α′
T L + α′

TM + α′
TG + α′

V L + α′
V M + α′

V G
(10)

αL = {αT L, αV L} (11)

αM = {αTM , αV M} (12)

αG = {αTG, αV G} (13)

* It should be noted that 0 ≤αik ≤ 1, where i represents the UT of IoT (T)
or VSAT (V); k represents orbital satellite links of LEO (L), MEO (M) or
GEO (G). The same notation applies to C/Nik .

C. Terminal-Aware Multi-connectivity Scheduler

The TAMC scheduler functions with the scheduling archi-

tecture shown in Fig. 3. When the PDUs arrive the R/S unit

on different queues for IoT and VSAT, they are scheduled

using the TAMC scheduler shown in Algorithm 1. TAMC

requires Eb/No values of the three orbital satellites LEO,

MEO and GEO, including the C/N of terminals with serving



satellite links. The TAMC algorithm uses the C/N inputs

to arrive at a proportionality factor α and it is derived in

equations (8) to (13), with which the RBs and CCs of the

serving orbital satellites are allocated for both IoT and VSAT

terminals, in a heuristic way driven by maximizing uplink

capacity as well as enhancing energy efficiency. Once the

proportionality factors are obtained, the TAMC algorithm will

store the resource allocation sequence in a vector w having the

dimension of available resources i.e, CCs, RBs and satellites

where an entry 1 indicates the allocation of that resource. Then

it will check the Eb/No values of all the links for the different

terminals with the serving satellites of LEO, MEO and GEO

to ascertain these values are above the QoS threshold, so as to

implement the multi-connectivity optimization. In the absence

of a beneficial scenario, the TAMC algorithm will revert to

DC or a single carrier mode on the favorable satellite link.

The considered approach to improving data rate and en-

hancing energy utilization can further be achieved by propor-

tionality factors (α), with which the different satellite orbital

CCs can be aggregated in a multi-connected transmission

scenario. These weights are a function of the C/N of the

respective transmitting VSAT or IoT terminals of the serving

orbital satellite. In particular, αT L, αTM , αTG, αV L, αV M

and αV G in equations (11) to (13) are weights for IoT

on LEO carrier, IoT on MEO carrier, IoT on GEO carrier,

VSAT on LEO carrier, VSAT on MEO carrier and VSAT on

GEO carrier respectively. While C/NT L, C/NTM , C/NTG,

C/NV L, C/NV M and C/NV G are the IoT C/N on LEO CC,

IoT C/N on MEO CC, IoT C/N on GEO CC, VSAT C/N on

LEO CC, VSAT C/N on MEO CC and VSAT C/N on GEO

CC respectively. Furthermore, αL, αM and αG represents

weights of LEO, MEO and GEO carriers respectively as can

be seen in (8) to (13). Accordingly, the scheduler aims at

maximizing the below expression.

I∑

i=1

(αiLRiL + αMiRiM + αiGRiG) ∀i ∈ I (14)

Rik is the data rate of i UT for k orbital satellite links of LEO

(L), MEO (M), GEO (G) and (14) is subject to:

C1 : min(Eb/NoL, Eb/NoM , Eb/NoG) > η ∀i ∈ I

C2 : Ei ≥ αiφmax ∀i ∈ I

where η is a Eb/No threshold value, and Ei is the energy

efficiency of UTi with φmax as the maximum transmit power

utilization. Further mathematical treatment of this optimization

problem will be performed in the future.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

The simulation was setup with a link budget analysis using

parameters outlined in Table I. The value of C/N at 50

MHz from Fig. 4, is used in deriving α, and for ease of

Algorithm 1: Terminal-aware Multi-Connectivity

Input:
Eb/NoL = LEO Eb/No
Eb/NoM = MEO Eb/No
Eb/NoG = GEO Eb/No
C/NTL

= IoT C/N on LEO

C/NTM
= IoT C/N on MEO

C/NTG
= IoT C/N on GEO

C/NVL
= VSAT C/N on LEO

C/NVM
= VSAT C/N on MEO

C/NVG
= VSAT C/N on GEO

QLT = Length of IoT PDU queue

QLV = Length of VSAT PDU queue

σ = QLT + QLV

η = Eb/No Threshold

j = 1

1 Carrier allocation ratio
2 LEO Carrier == αL from (11)

3 MEO Carrier == αM from (12)

4 GEO Carrier == αG from (13)

5 Computing the multi-carrier allocation Sequence as w
6 w = (αL,αM ,αG)

7 Carrier Allocation Implementation
8 while j ≤ σ do
9 if Eb/NoG and Eb/NoM and Eb/NoL > η then

10 Implement MC with w
11 else
12 Switch to single carrier mode on any available

carrier

13 if Eb/NoG and Eb/NoM > η then
14 Implement DC with IoT on MEO CC; VSAT

on both GEO and MEO CC
15 else
16 Switch to single carrier mode on any available

carrier

17 if Eb/NoG and Eb/NoL > η then
18 Implement DC with IoT on LEO CC; VSAT on

both GEO and LEO CC
19 else
20 Switch to single carrier mode on any available

carrier

21 if Eb/NoM and Eb/NoL > η then
22 Implement DC with IoT and VSAT on both

MEO and GEO CCs
23 else
24 Switch to single carrier mode on any available

carrier
25 end



presentation, the same frequency band is used across all orbital

layers. MATLAB was used to simulate the performance of

the proposed algorithm while comparing other state-of-the-art

algorithms.

B. Performance Analysis

The objective is to enhance the uplink capacity by imple-

menting multi-connectivity, whilst reducing the energy uti-

lization for the two classes of terminals using the TAMC

scheduler. To optimize the uplink capacity along with energy

efficiency in a heuristic way, the TAMC algorithm defines α
using (8) to (13), such that (αT L, αV L, αTM , αV M , αV G,

αTG) = (0.17, 0.17, 0.20, 0.13, 0.33, 0); αTG is made 0

because of the low Eb/No value of -1.03 dB which cannot

close the link, hence IoT terminals will not be scheduled on

GEO CC by this scheduling algorithm. The RR will schedule

IoT on MEO CC, VSAT on LEO CC and IoT on GEO CC

per time with evenly divided weight values across the three

available CCs, due to its operation limitation. Likewise JC is

assumed to schedule only IoT since its PDU is first on the

single queue, and this limitation is based on the architecture

that it operates on, which only allows the first PDU on queue,

of one particular type of terminal to be scheduled per time.

In Fig. 5, the data rate of the TAMC scheduler is compared

to RR and JC schedulers, the data rate is plotted against traffic

load ρ. The capacity C is derived from (5) with BW of 50 MHz

set for each of the three CCs. The value of C varies from IoT

and VSAT, depending on the particularly serving satellite, and

this is because the value of Eb/No varies as shown in Table

I. The plot shows that TAMC acheived average data rate of

138.45 Mbps, while RR and JC performed at 56.72 Mbps and

81.83 Mbps respectively when ρ is 0.1 load; it shows that

TAMC out performs RR and JC by 83.75 % and 51.40 %

respectively. The same percentage difference is noticed when

ρ is at 0.5.

The performance of delay is shown in Fig. 6, which

indicates same overlapping trend for TAMC, RR and JC

schedulers. This is due to the usage of the three orbital layers

by the three schedulers of TAMC, RR and JC. In Fig. 7, the

energy efficiency in b/J is plotted against traffic load (ρ), and it

shows the performance of TAMC compared with RR and JC.

When ρ traffic load is 0.1, TAMC attains energy efficiency

of 0.91 b/J, while RR and JC perform at 0.36 b/J and 0.48

b/J respectively. This shows that TAMC out performs RR

and JC by 86.61 % and 61.87 % respectively. Even when

ρ is 0.5, TAMC still out performs RR and JC by 85.71 %

and 59.74 % respectively. During the scheduling process it

was discovered that RR and JC experience limitation on the

number of terminals and variety of satellite CCs they can

utilize at once, thereby limiting their data rate and energy

efficiency performance. TAMC is robust without limitations,

as it can schedule all terminals including IoT and VSAT at the

same time, utilizing all the available CCs of LEO, MEO and

GEO satellites, in an intelligent resource allocation optimal
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pattern where data rate and energy efficiency are optimized

with efficient utilization of the spectrum and system. This

confirms TAMC is more superior to RR and JC.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the uplink capacity and energy utilization of

a satellite network is optimized by employing MC technique

which aggregates the capacity of LEO, MEO and GEO CCs.

A network topology was design of a multi-layer NTN with

a HGS that connects to the three orbital satellites of LEO,

MEO and GEO, allowing for the usage of MC at higher

layers for the optimization of network performance aided by

softwarized network controller and scheduling algorithms. A
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new scheduling architecture was also presented known as

terminal differentiating multi-layer NTN resource scheduling

architecture, that employs a softwarize dispatcher at the net-

work layer which implements the terminal packet classification

and dispatching. The dispatcher separates the PDUs onto

different queues based on UT type of VSAT and IoT UTs.

This architecture employs the proposed algorithm known as

the TAMC algorithm, which intelligently defines the resource

allocation pattern in form of a proportionality ratio α, that is

derived based on C/N of the respective serving links to the

various VSAT and IoT terminals. From the evaluation of the

energy efficiency and throughput, TAMC outperformed RR

and JC, confirming that TAMC is a superior uplink energy

efficient scheduler with high capacity capabilities.

Future research areas that can be considered is the extension

of this work to include many satellites in each of the three

orbital layers; exploiting artificial intelligence and machine

learning in the functionality of a robust optimizing scheduler.
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